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Abstract
This article focuses on the emerging position of the ‘medical tech facilitator’ developed by practitioners in the Dutch public healthcare system. The analysis is based on anthropological fieldwork conducted in Dutch hospitals. It highlights, firstly, the practices and ongoing negotiations that these facilitators engage in, to maintain a position between two parties—the medical sector and the technology industry. I argue that the practices of medical tech facilitators are not (only) a result of personal, lucrative interests, but should be seen as a pragmatic way of coping, or tinkering, with a healthcare system that is experienced by them as frustrating and inefficient. Secondly, the article reveals the outcomes of these practices for public healthcare. I will pose that this emerging and ambiguous position leads to a co-production of specific health policies—something which is concerning, considering the fact that medical tech facilitators typically lack technological expertise. As such, they both resist and reproduce the problems they experience in their daily work.
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Introduction

It is past 6 p.m. The waiting room area, visible from the staffroom through large windows, is nearly empty. Only a cleaner walks in circles in the hallway, slowly, pushing his mop and a bucket with water and soap. M. closes the door to the hallway, then rolls his chair closer to me and says, in a frustrated tone of voice:

My work with this [technical] device is possibly going to save our patients’ lives and might solve many of the problems that this hospital faces, but it feels like I am doing all of this pioneering work by myself—my colleagues are more often critical than supportive.

The ‘work’ that M. refers to here isn’t his day job as a clinical expert in the hospital, but the additional activities for which he gets paid an extra salary by a technology startup. M. tests a health app that was developed by this technology company. He does so on a frequent basis during his work, and is paid for every hour. Moreover, he also serves as a consultant, advising the company on how to move ahead in the field of health, and, as a sort of lobbyist, he actively provides them with access to a larger market. He has joined them for sales pitches with health insurers and at other sales events, both in and outside of the Netherlands. He calls this a ‘side job’, but M. spends at least as much time on his work for this company as he does working for the hospital. He even spent a full year abroad exploring a potential new market for the company—a year which was formally a sabbatical from the hospital for him to spend more time with his family.

Nothing that M. does goes against the rules or stated values of the hospital he works for. The name of the tech company is mentioned on his LinkedIn page; the hospital board knows about his extracurricular activities and has formally approved them. Their permissiveness is not shared by his direct colleagues, as M. told me that evening in the staffroom: many of them overtly or covertly criticise him for wearing two hats.

This article tells the story of the rise of what I call ‘medical tech facilitators’ in the Dutch public healthcare system. These professional caretakers, whom I have observed repeatedly during my long-term anthropological fieldwork in Dutch hospitals, take on a double role as medical experts and lobbyists for partnering actors in the tech industry. Whilst it is impossible to estimate how many medical experts can nowadays be considered medical tech facilitators, without exception all my interlocutors believed the numbers were fairly large (everyone knew at least one in their department), and growing. I have come to believe that there is a rising trend of medical tech facilitators on an international scale; there exists literature suggesting so too (e.g., Hoeyer 2019 on the Danish health system). However, in what follows I focus on this phenomenon in the Dutch context.
The position of the medical tech facilitator is not static. Instead, my analysis shows that it needs to be continuously maintained through practitioners’ ongoing interactions with, and (time/energy) investments in the technological industry. At the same time, it needs to be negotiated with, justified to, or—sometimes—hidden away from colleagues in the hospital who disagree with the practices of medical tech facilitators, and who question their sincerity as medics. As such, it is reminiscent of the theoretical concept of ‘tinkering’, as utilised by Mol (2010) and Mol, Moser and Pols (2010). Their work on tinkering refers to the ways in which caretakers find local, practical solutions through attentive experimentation: a reflective and experimental process of all involved, through which care practices are continuously (re)invented. As clients and contexts are ever-changing, tinkering is an ongoing process and needs to be attentively followed in studies, as it can only be established in practice (Willems and Pols 2010; Heerings et al. 2021). It is for that reason that the practice of what is perceived by caretakers as good care, is conceptualised as ‘persistent tinkering in a world full of complex ambivalence and shifting tension’ (Mol, Moser, and Pols 2010, 14, emphasis added).

The first part of my analysis traces how the position of the medical tech facilitator is persistently shaped by the fields in which they work, as well as by the technological opportunities therein, and by my interlocutors’ own (discursive) tinkering practices. In other words: the positions of the medical tech facilitators are constantly re-interpreted by their interactions with the actors, both human and non-human, around them. In this study, key actors include representatives of technological startups developing mobile applications and algorithms that support care work, and clinical colleagues disapproving of the decisions and practices of medical tech facilitators. The second part of the analysis reveals an equally strong inverse influence: beliefs and facilitating practices of medical tech facilitators also impact policies relevant to the public healthcare system, and hence, to their own work.

My observation that professional caretakers sometimes are influenced by, collaborate with, or make money via the corporate sector is obviously not a new one. There exists much literature about medical ‘mediators’ or ‘facilitators’ being paid by the pharmaceutical industry, with case studies from all over the world (e.g., Berkhout 2021 and Dehue 2014 on the Netherlands; Wachter 2017 on Western Europe; Ecks and Basu 2014 on India; and Oldani 2004 and Matheson 2008 on North America). It could thus be argued that the tinkering practices of medical tech facilitators are merely an extension of this well-known position, albeit in a new field (medical technology). However, in this article I argue that the impact that my interlocutors have on public healthcare is not just potentially as damaging as collaborations with Big Pharma, but also highly untransparent and unpredictable.
In order to build that argument some foundations must be established. First, the context section maps out the public healthcare system in the Netherlands, sketching the challenging circumstances under which professional caretakers work, and in which the position of the medical tech facilitator has emerged. Next, the methodology section outlines data collection, and pays attention to major ethical and positional issues. I then move on to describe common practices and beliefs underlying the position of the medical tech facilitator.

In the first part of my analysis, I show how facilitating practices and interactions with the technological industry help these practitioners to pragmatically cope with the problems and frustrations of their daily work, and also how their positions are constantly negotiated through and with disapproving colleagues at their hospitals. The second part of the analysis considers the potential impacts of the tinkering practices of medical tech facilitators on their own work and wider society, especially when they engage in techniques in which they lack training and expertise. The conclusion relates these findings to other scholarly work about emerging positions or roles in times of social or economic change. Importantly, here, I raise the inherent risks of classifying positions or groups into overly static or impermeable categories—and discuss how a more dynamic understanding of what Mol, Pols and others have conceptualised as ‘tinkering’ in a care environment can inspire a more careful approach.

**Context: Public healthcare in the Netherlands**

Over the past decades, the Dutch healthcare system has gradually changed from ‘social service to a commercial industry’ (Wachter 2017, 24). According to different scholars, especially since 1986, the sector has turned ‘merchandise’ (Rutgers 2018, 11; see also Maarse 2011; Maarse, Jeurissen, and Ruwaard 2016; Tuohy 2018) and is now characterised as ‘managed competition’ (Groenewegen 1994; Hassenteufel et al. 2010; Helderman and Stiller 2014; Hester van de Bovenkamp, Annemiek Stoopendaal, and Ronald Bal 2017; Bertens and Vonk 2020). The changes stemmed from a growing concern among Dutch policymakers and medical experts about the increasing percentage of gross domestic product that was being spent on public healthcare. There existed a widely shared feeling that this could not continue indefinitely, because healthcare threatened to become unaffordable in the long run (Trappenburg 2021). Solutions were sought to make healthcare cheaper through keeping the basic insurance package limited, progressive disengagement of the state from health service provision, and so-called ‘new public management measures’ which facilitated the marketisation of some publicly funded healthcare services (Mason and Araujo 2021; McKee and
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1 All translations from Dutch to English are the author’s own.
Stuckler 2012). Together, these processes have paved the way for growing private involvement in healthcare delivery.

This situation is not at all unique to the Netherlands. New public management measures, state disengagement from healthcare provision and funding, and the active fostering of private endeavours in healthcare funding and delivery have taken place in all European countries during the 2000s (André and Hermann 2009; Maarse 2006; Schmid et al. 2010; Kehr, Muinde, and Prince 2023; Eurofound 2011, 5, 11), as well as in the UK (Dowling 2021). One of the most visible indications of the extent of healthcare privatisation in Europe is the growth of a lucrative market for the corporate, for-profit provision of health services (Lethbridge 2013, 14; André and Hermann 2009; Krause and Ezzedine 2023). This process has affected countries across the European region (Lethbridge 2013; Kehr, Muinde, and Prince 2023).

Indeed, several of the practitioners that participated in the presented research complained to me about the ever-growing amount of tech startups that visited hospitals for sales pitches. One hospital manager even confided that she had forbidden such visits, because it was overly distracting for her—already overburdened—medics. She also admitted, though, that tech companies and medics sometimes agreed to meet outside work hours in the office, at conferences or even in their private homes, and that this sometimes led to collaborations. Below, I will show how these collaborations look like, how they are developed and maintained.

Methodology, ethics and positionality

Over the course of one and a half years (2021–2022), I conducted anthropological fieldwork in the Dutch public healthcare system, which included hospitals, international and national medical conferences, and lobby events for the medical tech sector. To do anthropological fieldwork in medical settings can be challenging as it involves sensitive, private knowledge of both patients and caretakers, which is why it is relatively uncommon (Long, Hunter, and van der Geest 2008; but there exist splendid recent examples of ethnography in hospitals and other care locations, e.g., Featherstone and Northcott 2022). In this case, the focus of my research was not on the patients, but solely on their professional caretakers and other key stakeholders in the realm of public healthcare provision.

The main methods used during fieldwork were semi-structured in-depth interviews with 30 medical experts, tens of informal conversations with key agents in the public healthcare domain, as well as participant observation in canteens and staffrooms of medical centres. I also observed during medical conferences and lobby events, as I followed key actors in this study to the professional events they
attended. Whilst the formal interviews led to useful insights, it was during these moments of travelling together and standing in line for the lunch buffet at work events that trust was built between myself and practitioners participating in the study. This proved crucial, given the tension that existed between practitioners who positioned themselves as medical tech facilitators, and medics disapproving of collaborations with the technology industry. These tensions were hardly ever expressed during first interviews; it was only in later or more informal conversations that gossip, accusations, and frustrations were shared with me. At med-tech conferences, where they met with (current or potential) technology partners, practitioners seemed more open than in hospitals, where medical tech facilitators are surrounded by disapproving clinical colleagues. They appeared more direct and concrete about their beliefs, and—as we will see below, tech-optimist—hopes for the future. Most importantly: observing during such events offered me indispensable information about the practices in which medical tech facilitators engage to maintain and negotiate their positions. I learned that this was done in the shaking of hands, the clapping on backs, the munching on cheese sandwiches during ‘pitch’ lunch meetings organised by tech startups, and the sharing of future dreams between practitioners and programmers, in which technology would offer solutions to most of practitioners’ problems. It was then and there that I saw how the economy of health is developed in practice.

Ethnographic data added to scientific literature research, analysis of newspaper clippings and relevant podcast recordings. Interviewees were selected using ‘snowballing’ techniques: initial participants were asked about who else they deemed influential in the field of healthcare, and introductions to these new interviewees were made through them, which enabled easier access. Again, the issue of trust was very important here: if practitioners who themselves collaborated with the technical industry introduced me to a colleague doing the same, the conversation was more open from the start and I was able to get a more holistic, honest idea about the way in which these people carve out their facilitating positions.

In order to protect the privacy and wellbeing of my research participants, I have anonymised their names, as well as important and telling details like the hospitals that they work in. Audio recordings were made of almost all the interviews; if the interviewee was not comfortable with that, I made notes by hand during the interview and recorded my additional observations and memories of the interview directly afterwards. All data was coded, anonymised and stored digitally, and analysed by myself and a research assistant.

One limitation of this article is that it mainly discusses the behaviour and perspectives of interlocutors interested in, and working with, the technology
industry. In turn, it allows very little space for the many medical experts whom I also came across in my fieldwork, and who oppose the usage of (too much) technology in their practices, or who principally reject collaboration with the tech industry; I write more directly about their experiences and counter-tech actions elsewhere (Van Voorst, forthcoming).

**Medical tech facilitators**

In a medium-sized hospital in Amsterdam I met with W., a 35-year-old female doctor and medical researcher who works with the tech sector to conduct studies on an algorithm that detects cancer from diagnostic imaging. On the tech company’s website, she is described as an affiliated researcher and academic spokesperson—something that she admits to feeling uncomfortable about: ‘I wish they wouldn’t openly call me that, but it’s part of the deal. It’s only a startup though so I don’t think many people will see their website.’ Many people might see her work with them in real life, though: W. has joined the founders for meetings with health insurance companies where the aim was to sell the product, and tells international colleagues from outside her own hospital about it at international conferences and in other public talks, often in countries that might offer new clientele to the company.

W. wears pink sneakers below her white coat. She is cheerful and direct in conversation. We have been messaging back and forth over LinkedIn and email before we meet, and now that we sit face to face in the hospital where she works, W. explains without any hesitation that, while she does not receive a direct salary from the company, they pay for two PhD researchers on her research team: ‘A dream come true, to have them working for me and test out the things we do. They can help me understand and prove what works, and what doesn’t.’ She has also accepted fungible materials from the company, including computers and other hardware. Like M. (the doctor mentioned in the introduction to this article), W. receives criticism from her closest clinical colleagues. This annoys her, as she believes the judgements are based on a double standard:

‘Every doctor high up the ranks in this very hospital collaborates with the pharmaceutical industry. They are all happily being paid by Big Pharma for trips and talks and whatnot. But I’m choosing a different industry, and suddenly I am an unethical doctor?’

The question was clearly rhetorical, as W. firmly believed she was doing the right thing—something that would help her future patients, and improve her clinical work. ‘Human doctors make way too many mistakes. We misdiagnose,’ she went on. ‘This algorithm, not yet now but once the developers manage to code it in the
right way, will not do that anymore. This is the future of health, so I’m proud to contribute to it.’

Maybe so, but that pride does not show during our interview, which is set in the spacious and public hospital canteen on a busy weekday. While patients and visiting family members sit near us W. speaks openly, but when two members of medical staff sit down two tables away, she asks me to move to somewhere more private, which we do. When I ask her why, she denies that it was because she wanted to avoid her colleagues hearing about her collaboration. According to W., they ‘talked too loud and that was distracting.’ After our interview, I listen to the audio tape of our interview and cannot help notice that the men were not, in fact, talking much at all (and not very loudly when they were). Clearly, collaborating with the technology industry doesn’t just require a large additional workload; it also requires that one hide away this work as much as possible from disapproving hospital colleagues who may question one’s compliance.

E. and A. are two final examples of the ‘medical tech facilitator’ position. E., a male in his fifties, in fact runs a personal website that describes him as something along the lines of a ‘tech doctor’. He gives keynote talks throughout and outside of the Netherlands in which he proposes that in order for public health to improve, more and better technology is needed. He is actively involved in the development of technology through investing in mobile apps, consulting for international tech companies, and lobbying for their products in the Netherlands and abroad. He is paid for all of these activities by the companies he collaborates with. In turn, he invests a large share of the money he receives into the medical department for which he works. ‘And they should pay me’, E. whispers to me whilst we attend the keynote talk of a med-tech conference. ‘Look at all the time I spend on representing myself in these environments, becoming known as tech-savvy. As if I am not busy enough in my daily work.’

A. is 63, and works in a genome research centre. His desk is piled with books on DNA and genetic disease, and he shares similar opinions with me more than once. A. collaborates as a consultant with several tech companies who build algorithms and apps that he considers relevant or useful. He is generally paid in the form of funding for research staff and materials, and when he is paid in cash he uses it to fly around the world and talk to potential investors about the technological discoveries of the companies he collaborates with. The day after our interview, he is set to fly to Switzerland (paid for by his research institution), the day thereafter to Austria (paid for by himself), and then on to the US (paid for by one of the tech companies he collaborates with). A. is well known in the field of public health, and more than once I heard practitioners describe his work life as ‘insanely busy’, and him as ‘obsessed’. With the technology he promotes, that is. Which made him too
busy for his medical work, or so colleagues insinuate. ‘If you fly so much, how can you expect you’re still fresh for new patients?’ wonders one direct colleague when A. couldn’t hear us, and another half-jokingly warns me that ‘if you are looking for the busiest doctor, yes, interview him. But if you need the best, come back and ask me for recommendations.’ A. certainly seems tired of the travelling, and admits he is jetlagged and exhausted when we meet (in May 2022), but he explains that it simply wasn’t an option to stop trying to scale up the technical tools he had gotten to know: ‘My colleagues are too slow in understanding that the whole public health system is currently collapsing. We need to act now [...] invest in and use more tech to help us. It is the only way forward, and I regard it my life task.’

This certainly also goes for M., who works in a medical field known for its long waiting lists—in his hospital, a new patient has to wait at least eight months before they are able to see a doctor (sometimes longer). For some patients this long waiting list leads to a diagnosis that comes too late. When M. speaks about those instances he looks sad and sorry:

There exist too few doctors with this particular expertise. All of us here already work over hours. The application that I am testing is not perfect yet, but since the company approached me and I started collaborating with them, I have become convinced that this thing might help us in the future to work more cost-efficient and effective. It may help save lives.

Whether that is the case is of course open for future debate, but it did become clear to me that M. and his colleagues were currently under a lot of pressure. The website of the department announces that new patients should anticipate up to a year of waiting time. It was extremely hard to make an appointment with M., as his schedule is packed and a number of times he is called for extra shifts only days before the interview is scheduled. Only after reminding him several times am I able to arrange a new interview—and that too has to be postponed. On the day we finally meet I wait for 40 minutes while he performs extra work. M. keeps apologising to me, while simultaneously calling patients—he is behind schedule and according to a note in the waiting room, his delay is actually modest: that day, the average waiting time for people with appointment is one and a half hours, which, according to the receptionist I ask about it, is ‘unfortunately the norm’.

**How medical tech facilitators shape the future of health**

What these vignettes reveal is that, while each of the medics’ individual situations are different, they have three things in common. These factors offer a glimpse of how my interlocutors perceive the problems in the healthcare system and the imagined solutions within reach, as well as on the practices they engage in to maintain their ambiguous positions.
Firstly, although they complain about their packed hospital schedules, they choose to take up extra work hours—at weekends, after work or even during holidays—to engage in collaborations with the health tech industry. This work may include attending conferences, curating online profiles to highlight one’s ‘tech-savviness’, and socialising with strategic actors. At the same time, this work must be hidden from or justified to critical colleagues in the hospital, who otherwise question their compliance or ethical positions. While it would be all too easy to judge the practitioners that I portray in this article for their facilitating practices, and whilst the rest of this article discusses the problematic impacts thereof, my main interest is not to take a normative perspective. Rather, I want to (also) highlight the complex and often frustrating situation in which so many professional caretakers currently find themselves. All the medical experts I met in my research initially wanted to become a doctor for ideological reasons: to help sick people get better. And nearly all of them feel they are underachieving, due to the long waiting lists in their hospitals, the ageing population, the Netherlands’ weakening social security system, and the increasing time pressures they face in their daily work. Medical tech facilitators perceive their collaborations with the technology industry as a way to pragmatically cope with an inefficient, highly managerial, bureaucratic and privatised public healthcare system. They invest personally into the collaborations: time, energy, and social status among their direct colleagues. Moreover, many of them invest the extra money they earn with their tech side-businesses back into their own medical departments. Hence, they use it not to upgrade their personal lives but their professional landscape. Instead of actively resisting the system that creates problems, they work around it, constantly finding creative solutions that they believe will help their patients. This finding is reminiscent of the literature on tinkering (Mol 2010; Mol, Moser and Pols 2010)—a persistent experimenting of what works, in a specific circumstance—I elaborate in the second part of my analysis.

Secondly, as justification for their ambiguous roles, medical tech facilitators use a discourse about a collapsing health system, and offer an optimistic solution that must, inevitably, come from technology. In their narratives, only the innovative and resourceful corporate sector, in collaboration with pioneering medics, would be able to solve the issue of public healthcare. This veils the politics behind every technological innovation (Pfaffenberger 1992), portraying the merging of the medical and the technological fields as ‘inevitable’. While they often appeared bothered, concerned or emotionally affected by criticisms of their collaborations by colleagues, the medical tech facilitators I met also emphasised their pride in what they regard a pioneering, idealistic pursuit.

Arguably, their tech-optimistic discourse stems at least partly from optimistic or wishful thinking, and partly from their dependent positions: they are paid and
otherwise supported by the technological sector. But I would suggest that another dynamic is at play here as well: medical tech facilitators also utilise this discourse to justify their ambiguous positions against disapproving colleagues and other outsiders who may question their professionalism or compliance. Importantly, it is through these narratives that public perceptions of what the future of health will and should look like shift.

Klaus Hoeyer remarks in his article on the Danish public health system that he gradually has ‘come to see policy documents, along with conferences, meetings, workshops and public hearings as places where competing futures of medicine are articulated in ways that shape the present ...’ (2019, 534). I could not agree more, adding as important additions to this list: business lunches, pitch events and business trips joined by a peculiar mixture of caretakers and representatives of tech companies. Throughout my research, I was struck by a sense of convergence between my interlocutors and tech employees, pitching their products on healthcare conferences and other relevant events. Their discourse was strikingly similar: the current health system is on the verge of collapsing, but new technology is on its way and will soon solve its problems (see Hoeyer 2019 for similar findings). This discourse feeds into the popular ideology of high technology, which regards technology as the inevitable way forward: ‘in this day’s high technological science, it’s not as much about getting to the truth, as it is about shaping the truth’ (Dehue 2014, 18; see also Seife 2015; Steinbrook and Redberg 2015; Horton 2015; Holleman et al. 2015; Stead 2017).

A third commonality between the medical tech facilitators in my research is that, while they have impressive formal training backgrounds in medicine, they are either totally untrained or autodidactic in the technology that they lobby on behalf of and/or work with. Yet they function as facilitators for this technology—technology that is mostly not transparent, logical or even understandable to them. The potentially negative impacts of the practices of medical tech facilitators, both for wider society and their own profession, must not be underemphasised. My analysis shows that medical tech facilitators have come to co-produce specific health policies through their collaborations with tech companies without being sufficiently trained in the technical side of things.

I’ve seen this, for example, with medics working with algorithms for diagnostic imaging, such as the one W. works with, as well as with research participants co-developing health incentive applications. While these medics are formally considered and presented by the collaborating tech company as advisors to the developers, and while they indeed describe themselves to me and others in that manner, it is questionable to what extent they can advise, check and evaluate a computer system they have not been trained to understand. Whenever I asked
more detailed questions about the technical details (e.g., why was this factor chosen and not that; how did the algorithm work exactly), it became clear that the facilitators had hardly been involved in the development process. Mostly they seemed to guess exactly how the technology worked, what had led to which decisions during the development process, and which factors had been included and excluded.

This is highly concerning, especially if technologies involve artificial intelligence, where misunderstandings of algorithmic systems may create a feedback loop of skewed outcomes. I argue that although medical tech facilitators try to pragmatically cope with the problematic circumstances under which they work, they also risk reproducing or even worsening those circumstances. Michel Callon and Bruno Latour (1981) remind us that outside observers, including social scientists, must not forget that powerful macro actors—states, global corporations, the technology sector—form a network, and are at the same time formed by many individuals. It is the ‘micro’ actions of these smaller actors that together construct the power of macro actors. Therefore it is important to capture in research the many negotiations, interactions and the building and maintaining of associations by which these actors function.

The next section aims to do this by looking not just at the persistent tinkering that is required of medical tech facilitators to develop and maintain their positions in a healthcare environment that they experience as increasingly stressful, inefficient and frustrating, but beyond that: to the implications of such tinkering for public healthcare.

**Technical experts without technical expertise**

So far, I have argued that medical tech facilitators use a tech-optimist narrative to justify facilitating practices to outsiders, and that this discourse both describes and shapes an imagined future. Concerningly, this same discourse is utilised to downplay the potential serious consequences of facilitators’ lack of expertise about the technologies they are actively promoting. This may have huge and negative implications for individual and public health.

Several medical tech facilitators who participated in my research admitted that the algorithms or apps they promote are black boxes to them. They do not understand how they were made, or how they gather or process data. As noted, collaborations between medical practitioners and industry are not new, but the type of risks that are inherent to the medical tech facilitating position described in this article are. Aforementioned authors like Robert Wachter (2017), Trudy Dehue (2014), and Karel Berkhout (2021) have written about the historically familiar, yet still ongoing and ever-deepening entanglement of medics and the pharmaceutical industry in
the development of medicines. Whilst medical experts were never trained to understand details about the production of new drugs, one could still argue that the fields of pharmacy and medicine overlap. It seems, for example, likely that a doctor would at least recognise the ingredients in a promoted drug either by training or from practical experience with other similar drugs. A medical expert would also be able to understand reports on how a medicine is tested: double blind, or not; on human volunteers, and how many? In contrast, in the case of medical tech products, most often medical experts find themselves in the pitch dark.

Medical app developers regularly mentioned this lack of expertise in interviews with me. A programmer of an app that is designed to diagnose skin cancer describes the collaborative process as ‘speaking in different languages’: ‘The questions we ask, the medics we work with do not even understand. So then we just develop it as we deem right. But we aren’t doctors, are we?’ Another coder reveals: ‘The company states on the website that medics advise us, but trust me, they have nothing to do with the development. How could they? That’s not their job; they have no clue about codes.’

When probed, most of the medical tech facilitators appeared well aware of their own lack of technical expertise, and several admitted it is problematic—but at the same time they dismissed concern as unnecessary, as any problems would be solved in the near future by the tech industry. M. explains that while the collaborative agreement between him and the tech company states that he would co-develop the algorithm, in practice this proved impossible because he lacked expertise:

I realise now that this was a naive idea, of both the company and of me. I don’t actually understand what it does, or why it works as it does. But it seems to be doing what it should, although the system also gives a lot of false alarms and that needs to be fixed in the future. The developers will get to that any day now, I am sure.

A similarly tech-optimistic hope for the future of the device she works with is held by W. ‘Now it’s just this mysterious thing that does what I used to do, let’s hope it doesn’t do something weird inside,’ she laughs. ‘But even if it would make small mistakes at this stage, the developers are constantly improving it.’

These narratives show that medical tech facilitators acknowledge their lack of technical expertise, but stick to a tech-optimist discourse to downplay that problem. The fact that they work with the technology nevertheless, and even help to promote it, is due to the interrelated facts that: they trust the staff of the tech companies they work for; they genuinely hope that in the near future technology will offer ways out for problems in their daily work, for which they see no other solution; and they
need to stick to this tech-optimistic discourse in order to justify their own ambiguous positions against disapproving outsiders.

This discursive practice might help them maintain their positions (and the idea that they are good doctors/people); it could also have massive negative implications for their own profession, and public health. If, for example, an algorithmic outcome seems right, but is brought about by a false process or weak data, the effects on individual patients and public health can be enormous. Another imagined negative future scenario points to the daily work of medics: if medical tech facilitators succeed expanding the use of these technologies, more doctors will be tempted to use the computer systems, and sooner than later a large part of society will likely also embark on this path, but without having a say in the route, and possibly against their will, pressured socially or by their medics.

It has by now become clear that the position that tech facilitators have carved out for themselves, and continually need to negotiate, should not be seen as a result of their personal interests. Rather, it is a response of medical professionals, gifted with the skills and willingness to socialise, work in a high-tech environment and take on consistent tech-optimist attitudes, to the daily stressors and frustrations in the public healthcare system. Interestingly, this finding accords with what others have found on informal practitioners in India, who collaborate with Big Pharma brokers and give out medicines. Jamie Cross and Hayley Nan McGregor (2010) and Stefan Ecks and Soumita Basu (2014) observe that while most studies assume these caregivers are in this business for the money, the caregivers themselves feel they do their job to serve their community—without their help, people would not get medical help when needed. Their position can thus be seen as a way in which specific medics are able to deal with challenging working conditions.

Although the circumstances are very different, this is reminiscent of the situation of the Netherlands’ medical tech facilitators. They are at once pushed and pulled into their role. Pulled by the extra income, the adventure and the high technology ideology that they have adopted. Pushed by the need for resources, for a relief of the increasing pressures on their shoulders, the long waiting lists and numbers of suffering patients that they want to, but are not always able to, help.

On the one hand, the position of the medical tech facilitator helps them succeed in those circumstances—the perspective that technology will solve their problems gives them the hope to persist, while resources provided by the sector lessen the daily problems in their hospital departments. On the other, it becomes clear from my analysis that their discursive and facilitating practices both describe and shape an imagined future that may have important implications for individual and public health. Uncovering the practices of the facilitator as a way to cope with all these
needs and pressures reveals ‘the slippery relationship between capitalist resistance and its reproduction, demonstrating the importance of recognizing coping as a practice that is capable of both’ (Blankenship and Hayes-Conroy 2017, 189).

Of course, collaborations between medics and the tech sector can lead to effective health interventions. However, because these collaborations currently generally occur in ways that aren’t transparent to the public—with roles and expertise being merged, with standard ways of working being hastened or with perverse incentives for certain actors—the implications for public health could be serious and require critical attention.

**Conclusion: On positions, tinkering and the reproduction of capitalist pressures**

This article has offered an analysis of the practices and expressed beliefs of the medical tech facilitator, an emerging, ambiguous position that can be observed in the Dutch public healthcare system. This position is constantly reinterpreted by the practitioner’s interactions with the actors around them. My analysis exposes the ways in which medical tech facilitators develop, negotiate and maintain their positions, through interactions with the tech industry and through the justification of their facilitating practices to disapproving colleagues by promoting tech-optimist discourses.

Different scholars before me have utilised the description of recognisably distinct societal positions (in their framings, ‘typologies’ or ‘archetypes’) as an analytical lens, to gain an insight into how people’s practices can be understood as both shaped by and shaping the circumstances in which they live and work (see Baudelaire [1863] 1964; Desroches 2007; Dorn, Levi, and King 2005; Pearson and Hobbs 2001 for examples in criminology and drug trafficking studies; Nooteboom 2006 and De Haan and Zoomers 2005 for anthropological and livelihood studies). Blankenship and Hayes-Conroy’s (2017, 183) archetype of ‘capital coasters’ offered inspiring examples for my own thinking, and it is relevant here to briefly reflect how my work overlaps with and differs from theirs.

Blankenship and Hayes-Conroy (2017) describe different mediating positions that emerged out of major socioeconomic changes. They write about the relations between capitalist modernity, and what they call ‘capitalist coasters’: people that personify ‘a particular sort of privileged mobility that enables surviving within contemporary life’ (Blankenship and Hayes-Conroy 2017, 185). Interestingly however, through their coping practices coasters strengthen rather than resist capitalism. For example, ‘slow food activists’ appear to successfully navigate the capitalist food landscape by self-governing a bodily desire for less processed
foods, and by becoming admired citizen-consumers along the way. At the same time, they spend their money on expensive products, and hold on to a discourse in which shopping is crucial for social change. Blankenship and Hayes-Conroy (2017) conclude that paying attention to emerging positions like the capitalist coaster, and the ways in which they interact with the particular landscapes in which they live, is important for understanding the relationship between capitalist resistance and reproduction.

Somewhat similarly, my analysis shows how medical tech facilitators act in ways that supposedly solve the problems in their daily work, but that could equally well feed into these problems because of an absence of necessary technical expertise. However, my analysis diverges in acknowledging that categorising people into this sort of archetype presents two major risks—and it is mainly in order to avoid these risks that I have decided to look at the practices of medical tech facilitators instead through the lens of ‘tinkering’.

One risk is the question of validity—what if the outside researcher labels people’s practices in a way that is unrecognisable or alienating to insiders? (For discussions on this problem, see Nooteboom 2005; van Voorst 2015). In my study, medical tech facilitators are clearly recognisable to their colleagues and other insiders of the Dutch public healthcare system as a specific ‘type’ of medic. Colleagues typically judged their collaborative practices as corrupt, or wrong. While this suggests that the category I describe is empirically valid, nevertheless I have aimed to move beyond the staticity of this perspective by highlighting the ongoing facilitating (or tinkering) practices required of practitioners to maintain their positions. That is the second risk inherent to any type of archetypal categorisation: oversimplification, making overly rigid or static the complexities being studied. Peoples’ practices and beliefs constantly change in daily life, just as roles and positions continually change in society. This becomes particularly clear in the aforementioned work on tinkering by Mol (2010) and Mol, Moser and Pols (2010). In accordance with their writing, my analysis of the emerging position of the medical tech facilitator has emphasised its flexibility and the interaction between practitioners with both their medical and technological work environments.

It has been shown that the beliefs and practices of medical tech facilitators are continually shaped by the wider dynamics and pressures that currently exist in the realm of public healthcare. Whilst their tinkering practices can be regarded a lucrative side job for them personally, this is not the full story: as I note above, often medical tech facilitators reinvest the money they earn into the hospitals and clinics they work for. Therefore, I argue that their beliefs and practices can be seen as a way to pragmatically cope, or tinker, with their realistic concerns about the
wellbeing of their patients, and emerge out of their frustrations about overwork, time pressures and a lack of resources.

Frustrated by the pressures of the public healthcare system, medical tech facilitators make use of their talents to connect, network, lobby and collaborate with the technological industry. In order to justify these practices, they echo a popular discourse that positions the public healthcare system as on the verge of collapse, and technology as its only saviour. The same discourse, I have shown, is replicated at the global conferences, pitch and sales events, and business dinners in which facilitators participate regularly as part of their collaborations with actors in the technological sector. It appears, then, that the speakers and attendees of these events constantly feed into each other’s fears and hopes for the future of health by presenting technology as the much-needed, inevitable way out of what may soon become a health crisis. As such, medical tech facilitators, as self-proclaimed ‘pioneers’ in the realm of public healthcare who publicly announce the future of health to be high-tech, are not just predicting but also shaping this particular future.

While it is true, on the one hand, that facilitators believe that they will be better able to help their patients in the near future by making use of the technological sector’s resources and expertise, this article also shows that the tech-optimist discourse utilised to maintain and justify their ambiguous position leads to an unwillingness to consider the potential risks of their collaborations. Medical tech facilitators are aware of their own lack of expertise in the technical realm, but remain inattentive to the problems that this may cause. As such, medical tech facilitators impact public healthcare policies that may lead to new stressors and frustrations that they will have to cope with. Even stronger: this type of collaboration runs the risk of leading to rambling research projects promoting new technology—a highly concerning future scenario.
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